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I. IBTR'SICTI'B 
Traffic 9ngineering (T9) VWX is the set of techniques that 

optimize IE operational network performance by tactically 
routing traffic on a path other than the one would have been 
chosen if standard routing methods had been used. The task of 
T9 isM given a network topology and a collected set of traffic 
demands (i.e. traffic matri[), determine the best routing for the 
traffic so that the overall network performance is optimized.  

Today\s Internet is a collection of more than W],^^^ 
Autonomous 5ystems (A5es), each being an administrative 
region governed by its own network policies and routing 
protocols. 'pen 5hortest Eath _irst ('5E_) and Intermediate 
5ystem-Intermediate 5ystem (I5I5) are the common intra-A5 
routing protocols, while Border Dateway Erotocol (BDE) is 
the de facto inter-A5 routing protocol. With the hierarchical 
characteristics of the Internet, traffic is routed !"t$"n an A5 or 
bet!een A5es. Thus, T9 can be broadly divided into two typesM 
intra-A5 and inter-A5.  

In &*2#$@AB( "), the operator of an A5 controls traffic 
routing within the network by either optimizing the link 
weights of the corresponding routing protocol (mostly '5E_ 
or I5-I5) or establishing aabel 5witched Eaths (a5Es) through 
>ultiErotocol aabel 5witching (>Ea5). Typical intra-A5 T9 
optimization obbectives are to minimize network bandwidth 
consumption and to achieve load balancing within the network. 
7*2,#@AB(") VWc,WdX, on the other hand, aims to control traffic 
entering and e[iting an A5 using optimization obbectives such 
as load balancing over inter-A5 links. It is commonly assumed 
that these inter-A5 links are frequently congestion points 
Ve,WfX. _or a particular A5, the network operator can control 

traffic e[iting the A5 by assigning the traffic to the gbest\ 
egress points. This is called ()tb*)nd inter-A5 T9. aikewise, 
the network operator can also control traffic entering the A5 
by selecting the gbest\ ingress points, which is called Inb*)nd 
inter-A5 T9. In current practice, the commonly used method 
to enforce inter-A5 T9 is by adbusting BDE route attributes. 

Internet 5ervice Erovider (I5E) networks typically carry both 
"ntra0A2 tra33"c that is routed only within their networks and 
"nter0A2 tra33"c that is routed not only within their networks 
but also across other A5es. I5Es can employ both intra- and 
inter-A5 T9 to optimize the routing of these types of traffic. 
<owever, although some work e[ists on intra- and inter-A5 
T9, much of the e[isting literature deals with them se6arate78M 
prior intra-A5 T9 work has assumed that ingress and egress 
points of inter-A5 traffic do not change whereas prior inter-A5 
T9 work has not considered route optimization within an A5. 
This is often inappropriate and results in suboptimal overall 
network performance due to the following two interaction 
effects between intra- and inter-A5 T9M   

! 7*2,#@3*@7*2#$@AB( ")M The first interaction is the 
effect of inter-A5 T9 on the performance of intra-A5 T9. 
Inter-A5 T9 can change the ingress and egress points of inter-
A5 traffic, thus causing the traffic to be routed on different 
ingress-to-egress paths within the network. This 
fundamentally changes the intra-A5 traffic matri[, i.e. traffic 
load between each ingress and egress node pair. 5uch a change 
could therefore significantly affect the intra-A5 T9 solution. 

! 7*2#$@3*@7*2,#@AB( ")M The second interaction is the 
effect of intra-A5 T9 on the performance of inter-A5 T9. It 
arises when outbound inter-A5 T9 and '5E_hI5I5-based 
intra-A5 T9 are used. 'ne current practice is known as hot 
potato routing VJ,fX. In this approach, a BDE router will 
choose the closest e[it as measured by the lowest IDE (Interior 
Dateway Erotocol) cost among multiple equally-good egress 
points towards a downstream routing prefi[. If the IDE costs 
are changed by intra-A5 T9, some inter-A5 traffic flows will 
in general be shifted to a new set of closest egress points. This 
could lead to congestion on these new egress points. 

If intra- and inter-A5 T9 are not bointly optimized, a 
sequential approach may therefore be regarded as the current 
practice in the collective use of intra- and inter-A5 T9. In this 
sequential approach, the solution of inter-A5 T9 becomes the 
input for intra-A5 T9 or vice versa. <owever, since the 
obbectives and constraints of the subsequent stage are not 
taken into account, the decisions made at one stage often do 
not provide a good input for the subsequent one, sometimes 
even leading to infeasible inputs. As a result, it is difficult to 

   



claim that a truly good overall T9 solution has been found 
when each T9 is considered separately. We therefore propose 
to consider inter-A5 T9 during intra-A5 T9 and vice versa. In 
this paper, we propose a boint optimization of intra- and inter-
A5 T9 as an effective means to achieve better overall T9 
solutions than the one obtained by the sequential approach. 
5pecifically, we investigate the following two challengesM 

! 9*! s$*)7d "ntra0 and "nter0A2 T; be c*mb"ned and 
$*! d* !e 3*rm)7ate t$e"r =*"nt *6t"m">at"*n?  

! 9*! can !e s*7@e t$e =*"nt T; *6t"m">at"*n 6r*b7em t* 
ac$"e@e a better *@era77 net!*rA 6er3*rmance? 

'ur contributions in this paper are as follows. _irst of all, we 
e[plain with e[amples the two interaction effects that can lead 
to suboptimal overall network performance. Then, for the first 
challenge above, we formulate a bi-criteria boint optimization 
problem of intra- and inter-A5 T9 with an aim of optimizing 
their obbectives simultaneously. 5ince the two interaction 
effects can generally apply to any intra- and inter-A5 T9 
approach, it is possible to formulate the boint optimization 
problem for all the combinations of intra- and inter-A5 T9 
approaches. <owever, as the primary obbective of this paper is 
to illustrate the point of interest on boint optimization of intra- 
and inter-A5 T9 in general, we only consider >Ea5-based 
intra-A5 T9 and outbound inter-A5 T9 as an e[ample in the 
boint optimization problem formulation. This problem 
formulation should be valid and practical as both intra-A5 
>Ea5 T9 and outbound inter-A5 T9 are nowadays widely 
researched in academia and employed in industry. >oreover, a 
potential use of this problem formulation could be to optimize 
BDEh>Ea5 iEB provisioning, a subbect which is currently 
attracting a great deal of industrial attention. 

_or the second challenge above, we consider three strategies 
to solve the boint T9 optimization problem, namely sequential, 
nested and integrated optimization. These strategies aim to 
obtain non-dominated solutions with respect to the intra- and 
inter-A5 T9 obbectives. We evaluate the performance of these 
strategies by simulation using Rocketfuel VcX topologies and 
synthetic traffic matrices. 'ur simulation results reveal that 
better overall network performance can be achieved by 
integrated optimization, solving intra- and inter-A5 T9 
simultaneously. The performance improvement could allow 
the network to support a f^j-e^j increase in the traffic 
demands. We believe that our work provides an insight into 
the interactions between intra- and inter-A5 T9, enabling I5Es 
to further optimize the performances of their networks over 
the current practice sequential approaches. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the ne[t 
section, we provide background on intra- and inter-A5 T9. 
5ection III e[plains the two interaction effects with e[amples. 
We formulate the boint intra- and inter-A5 T9 optimization 
problem in 5ection Ii and present strategies to solve it in 
5ection i. In 5ections iI and iII, we present our evaluation 
methodology and simulation results for these strategies. 
5ections iIII and IL present related work and conclusion. 

II. TRA__IC 9BDIB99RIBD 
    Traffic engineering typically takes input elements such as  

traffic matri[, network topology, and then e[ecutes algorithms 
to produce a set of traffic routing plans that optimize the 
overall network performance. In this section, we provide 
background on these elements that are of importance to 
understand our work. _or ease of presentation, Table W shows 
the notation used throughout this paper. 

 
AB Internet Tra33"c T86es 

According to VdX, Internet traffic received by an A5 can be 
classified into four typesM "nterna7 traffic that travels from an 
ingress access link to an egress access linksk trans"t traffic that 
travels from an ingress peering link to an egress peering linkk 
"nb*)nd traffic that travels from an ingress peering link to an 
egress access link, and *)tb*)nd traffic that travels from an 
ingress access link to an egress peering link. As mentioned in 
the introduction, this paper only considers outbound inter-A5 
T9 which selects optimal egress peering points for inter-A5 
traffic (i.e transit and outbound traffic). We therefore do not 
manipulate the potential ingress peering point selection in a 
similar manner. Diven the fact that I5Es can generally only 
suggest which ingress peering points to use and the final 
decisions are still made by their customers VeX, we assume in 
this paper that the ingress point of an8 traffic is fi[ed and 
known in advance. Thus, we define the following types of 
Internet traffic and refer to them throughout this paperM 
! 7*ca7 "ntra0A2 tra33"cM traffic that is destined to egress  

access links. This corresponds to internal and inbound 
traffic.  

! "nter0A2 tra33"cM traffic that is destined at downstream A5es 
and whose egress peering points can be varied by inter-A5 
T9. This corresponds to outbound and transit traffic.  

Table W. Botation used in this paper 

OJ"A"7JO( P)BQR78"7JO(
C A set of downstream routing prefi[es 
I A set of ingress points 
D A set of egress points (inter-A5 links) 

;"ntra A set of intra-A5 links 
tE"nterF"GAH Bandwidth demand of the inter-A5 traffic flow at ingress point 

"!I destined to routing prefi[ A!C 
tE7*cF"G=H Bandwidth demand of the local intra-A5 traffic flow between 

ingress point "!I and egress point =!D 
tE"ntraF"G=H Bandwidth demand of the intra-A5 traffic flow between ingress 

point "!I and egress point =!D 
TEInterFIGCH Inter-A5 (ingress-to-prefi[) traffic matri[ consisting of all 

tE"nterF"GAH 
TEI*cFIGDH aocal intra-A5 (ingress-to-egress) traffic matri[ consisting of all 

tE7*cF"G=H 
TEIntraFIGDH Intra-A5 traffic matri[ consists of all tE"ntraF"G=H 

()tFAH A set of egress points that has reachability to routing prefi[ A 
!
"#$%&'  Capacity of egress point = (inter-A5 link) 
!
"#$%&()  Residual bandwidth of !

"#$%&'  
*
"#$&+'  Capacity of intra-A5 link 7 
*
"#$&+()  Residual bandwidth of *

"#$&+'  

,
!
" ,-  A binary variable indicating whether inter-A5 traffic flow 

tE"nterF"GAH is assigned to egress point = 

,
*
" !.  

A binary variable indicating whether intra-A5 traffic flow 
tE"ntraF"G=H is assigned to intra-A5 link 7 

," !/  A set of candidate paths realizing intra-A5 traffic flow 
tE"ntraF"G=H 

, ," ! 0)  A binary variable indicating whether path 6!J"G= is chosen to 
realize the traffic flow tE"ntraF"G=H 

sF"GAH A variable storing the egress point that has been assigned to 
tE"nterF"GAH 

   



!  "ntra0A2 tra33"cM all traffic that traverses the network, 
including both local intra-A5 and inter-A5 traffic. 

KB Tra33"c Latr"ces 

      A Traffic >atri[ (T>) represents a matri[ of traffic load 
from one network point to another one over a particular time 
interval. In the &*2,#@AB( 2#$%%&'( 5$2#&>, each element 
tE"nterF"GAH represents the volume of inter-A5 traffic that enters 
the network at ingress point " and is destined to routing prefi[ 
A. The egress point of each inter-A5 traffic flow can be 
selected by inter-A5 T9. We denote sF"GAH as the egress point 
assigned to tE"nterF"GAH. 'n the other hand, in the &*2#$@AB(
2#$%%&'(5$2#&>, each element tE"ntraF"G=H represents the volume 
of traffic that enters the network at ingress point " and e[its at 
egress point =. It is the sum of the local intra-A5 and inter-A5 
traffic volume between each ingress and egress node pairM 

: ( , )
_ ( , ) _ ( , ) _ ( , )

, 1 2 " , !
$ "#$&+ " ! $ *34 " ! $ "#$%& " ,

! =
= " "   

_igure W shows a network with ingress point " and egress 
points = and =M. We assume both egress points can reach 
routing prefi[es A and AM. Diven local intra-A5 traffic flow 
tE7*cF"G=H and inter-A5 traffic flows tE"nterF"GAH and tE"nterF"GAMH 
with sF"GAH l = and sF"GAMH l =M, the elements of the intra-A5 
traffic matri[ are tE"ntraF"G=H l tE7*cF"G=H m tE"nterF"GAH and 
tE"ntraF"G=MH l tE"nterF"GAMH.  

The intra- and inter-A5 T> can be obtained through 
measurement or estimation. The intra-A5 T> can be 
measured VdX through Cisco\s Bet_low. It can also be 
estimated from measured link load statistics VK,]X. In contrast 
to the intra-A5 T>, less attention has been paid to deriving 
the inter-A5 T>. 'ne method of deriving this is through 
measurement at each vantage point. The authors in VnX 
describe a methodology to compute inter-A5 T> using 
Cisco\s Bet_low and BDE routing data. In addition to 
measurement, the inter-A5 T> may be estimated. The authors 
in VW^X propose a methodology to estimate inter-A5 publisher 
and web traffic matrices using server logs from content 
delivery networks and packet level traces from large user sets. 
These estimated traffic matrices are routing prefi[ basis, 
which can be used as the inter-A5 T> in this paper. 

NB Intra0 and Inter0A2 Tra33"c ;nO"neer"nO 
A general intra-A5 T9 problem can be summarized as 

followsM given a network topology and an intra-A5 traffic 
matri[, determine an appropriate set of '5E_ link weights or 
>Ea5 a5Es so as to optimize the network performance such 
as bandwidth consumption and load balancing within the 
network. >any techniques e[ist to solve this problem. _or 
e[ample, _ortz and Thorup VWWX proposed a tabu search 
technique to derive optimal link weight settings. Liao et al VWJX 
proposed a >Ea5-based T9 heuristic. >ore intra-A5 T9 work 

can be found in VJe,J]X and their cited references.  
'n the other hand, the general inter-A5 T9 problem VeX can 

be summarized as followsM given a network topology, an inter-
A5 traffic matri[ and BDE routing prefi[es, select 
ingresshegress points for the traffic so that the network 
performance is optimized. A common inter-A5 T9 obbective is 
to balance the load over inter-A5 links. A number of outbound 
inter-A5 T9 algorithms have been proposed recently Ve,We,WKX. 
In addition, a number of inbound inter-A5 T9 algorithms 
VW],WnX have been proposed very recently based on A5-path 
prepending VJWX. This is a commonly used technique that 
purposely makes a route less attractive to its upstream A5es 
by adding several instances of its own A5-Bumber to the A5-
path attribute so as to increase the A5-path length of that route. 
In current practice, inter-A5 T9 is enforced by adbusting BDE 
route attributes such as 7*ca706re3erenceG A2 6at$ 7enOt$, etc. 
The reader is referred to VJWX for the e[planation of these 
techniques. In addition, ongoing work in inter-A5 >Ea5 VJJX 
provides an alternative method to enforce inter-A5 T9. 

III. IBT9RACTI'B5 B9TW99B IBTRA- ABS IBT9R-A5 T9 
The e[isting literature considers intra- and inter-A5 T9 

independently. <owever, the overall network performance 
may not be truly optimized when they are considered 
separately. In this section, we e[plain with e[amples two 
interaction effects between intra- and inter-A5 T9 which 
would lead to suboptimal overall network performance. 
Although, as mentioned in the introduction, this paper focuses 
on >Ea5-based intra-A5 T9 and outbound inter-A5 T9, we 
present the two interaction effects in a general way that is 
applicable to other intra- and inter-A5 T9 approaches. 

AB ;33ect *3 Inter0A2 T; *n Intra0A2 T; 
The first interaction is the effect of inter-A5 T9 on the 

performance of intra-A5 T9. We take outbound inter-A5 T9 
as an e[ample in our discussion although the effect is also 
applicable to inbound inter-A5 T9 as both can influence intra-
A5 T9 performance by changing the intra-A5 traffic matri[.  

Recall from 5ection II.B that the intra-A5 T> is derived 
from both local intra-A5 and inter-A5 traffic. Inter-A5 T9 
assigns egress points to inter-A5 traffic in order to balance the 
load over inter-A5 links, for e[ample. Consequently, the 
traffic will be routed on different ingress-to-egress paths 
according to the assigned egress points. This results in 
changing the intra-A5 T>, with varying traffic load for each 
ingress-egress node pair. _or e[ample, referring to the 
scenario in 5ection II.B, if sF"GAH was changed to =M, the two 
elements of intra-A5 traffic matri[ would then become 
tE"ntraF"G=H l tE7*cF"G=H and tE"ntraF"G=MH l tE"nterF"GAH m 
tE"nterF"GAMH. <owever, a change in intra-A5 T> has a 
consequence. There are two cases where ifM 

! inter-A5 T9 is performed be3*re intra-A5 T9M by 
performing inter-A5 T9, different egress point selections 
for the inter-A5 traffic will result in different intra-A5 
T>s because the traffic load between ingress and egress 
node pairs is varied. <owever, different intra-A5 T>s 
cause intra-A5 T9 to produce solutions with different 
performances, even though identical network topology 

 ! !"
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_igure W.   9[ample of intra-A5 traffic matri[ 

   



and T9 algorithm are used. This largely depends on the 
topological connectivity and characteristics, e.g. link 
capacity. In this case, a suboptimal network performance 
results if the intra-A5 T> does not lead the intra-A5 T9 
to produce a globally optimal performance. 

! inter-A5 T9 is performed a3ter intra-A5 T9M when inter-
A5 T9 is run, inter-A5 traffic is shifted to use different 
ingress-to-egress paths, causing increased intra-A5 link 
utilization and possibly congestion. This worsens the 
performance initially achieved by the intra-A5 T9. 

     We illustrate the first interaction effect through the 
following e[ample of _igure J(a). We denote inter-A5 costsW 
at egress point = and =M by N*stF=H and N*stF=MH, and intra-A5 
costsW of route rF"G=H (the best route that could be found by 
intra-A5 T9 between ingress point " and egress point =) and 
rF"G=MH by N*stF"G=H and N*stF"G=MH respectively. These routes are 
assumed to be the ultimate intra-A5 T9 solution, regardless of 
whether the inter-A5 T9 performs before or after the intra-A5 
T9k this corresponds to the abovementioned two consequences. 
Assume there are two local intra-A5 traffic flows tE7*cF"G=H and 
tE7*cF"G=MH, and one inter-A5 traffic flow tE"nterF"GAH. Their 
traffic loads are W^, d and c (unitless) respectively as shown in 
the figure. The number besides each link is the link capacity. 
We define the costW of each link to be the link\s total traffic 
divided by its capacity. 

_or inter-A5 T9, there are two possible egress points where 
tE"nterF"GAH can be assigned. If it is assigned to =, N*stF=H 
becomes c h W^ l ^.c and the intra-A5 T> becomesM tE"ntraF"G=H 
l tE7*cF"G=H m tE"nterF"GAH l Wc and tE"ntraF"G=MH l tE7*cF"G=MH l d. 
In this case, N*stF"G=H and N*stF"G=MH are W.]ee (^.nff [ J hops) 
and ^.Jd respectively. <ence, the overall T9 cost is ^.c m 
W.]ee m ^.Jd l J.dWe. 'n the other hand, if the traffic flow is 
assigned to =M, N*stF=MH becomes ^.cc (c h n) and the intra-A5 
T> becomesM tE"ntraF"G=H l tE7*cF"G=H l W^ and tE"ntraF"G=MH l 
tE7*cF"G=MH m tE"nterF"GAH l n. In this case, N*stF"G=H and N*stF"G=MH 
are W.ff and ^.cd respectively. Thus, the overall T9 cost is 
^.cc m W.ff m ^.cd l J.JJ. 

_or inter-A5 T9, egress point = is chosen primarily because 
of the lowest resulting inter-A5 cost. <owever, as can be seen, 
the lowest overall T9 cost solution is to assign the traffic flow 
to egress point =M as the intra-A5 cost can now be significantly 
reduced with only a slightly increase in the inter-A5 cost. 
9ven if the resulting inter-A5 cost of both assignments are the 
same, the first one may still be a result since intra-A5 route 
optimization is not considered during inter-A5 T9. In fact, 

there are many issues influencing the performance of intra-A5 
T9. An important issue which has been shown in the e[ample 
is the amount of traffic routed on each ingress-to-egress path. 
iarying the traffic load between ingress and egress node pairs 
caused by inter-A5 T9 results in different traffic demands in 
the network. If a large traffic demand can only be routed on a 
low capacity link or a longer path, a high intra-A5 T9 cost 
usually results, for e[ample tE"ntraF"G=H and N*stF"G=H in the 
scenario where tE"nterF"GAH is assigned to egress point =. 

Regardless of whether the routes have been optimized or are 
to be optimized by intra-A5 T9, shifting the traffic egress 
points by inter-A5 T9 yields different intra-A5 T9 solutions. 
We therefore propose to operate on local intra-A5 T> and 
inter-A5 T> collectively in order to find a ggood\ intra-A5 
T> so as to improve the overall network performance, rather 
than merely assuming that an intra-A5 T> is given. 

KB ;33ect *3 Intra0A2 T; *n Inter0A2 T; 
The second interaction effect between intra- and inter-A5 

T9 is caused by hot-potato routing. We e[plain this effect 
using the e[ample in VJX illustrated by _igure J(b). The 
definition of each element in the figure is the same as those in 
_igure J(a), e[cept that the numbers on the three arrows 
towards the three egress points are the IDE costs of rF"G=H, rF"G=PH 
and rF"G=MH. Assume that ingress point " has three equally good 
routes to routing prefi[ A through egress points =, =P and =M. 
Inder hot-potato routing, " directs traffic to the closest egress 
point - the router with the smallest IDE cost (i.e., router =M). As 
a result, N*stF=H, N*stF=PH and N*stF=MH are equal to (^.^, ^.^, ^.c) 
respectively. <owever, suppose the IDE cost to =M changes 
from n to WW, in response to a change in link weights for a T9 
purpose. Although the route through =M is still available, the 
IDE cost change would cause " to select the route through 
egress point = since this has the lowest IDE cost. In this case, 
the inter-A5 costs are changed to (^.ee, ^.^, ^.^). 
Consequently, although the intra-A5 T9 cost could be 
improved, the change of IDE costs affects the utilization on 
some inter-A5 links and possibly causes congestion. In this 
case, intra-A5 T9 can not only affect the performance of intra-
A5 but also the inter-A5 performance. Bote that this effect 
would not have an influence on >Ea5-based intra-A5 T9 
since the traffic forwarding decision does not depend on IDE 
costs but a5Es and labels. Bevertheless, irrespective of which 
intra-A5 T9 approach is used, the performance of intra-A5 T9 
may not be optimized without reassigning some inter-A5 
traffic flows to other ingresshegress points that could 
eventually lead the traffic to be routed on better-performed 
paths in the network. 

In order to reduce the high inter-A5 cost in the above 
e[ample, the status of both intra- and inter-A5 link utilization 
need to be simultaneously considered. _or e[ample, one could 
change the IDE cost of rF"G =PH from WJ to n if this change does 
not affect the overall intra-A5 cost while still meeting the T9 
obbectives. As a result, the traffic flow will be assigned to 
egress point =P and the inter-A5 costs now become (^.^, ^.c, 
^.^). This produces the same inter-A5 cost as the original case 
where IDE costs have not changed. 
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_igure J(a) and (b).   Interaction effects between intra- and inter-A5 T9

W The cost here is simply a performance metric that appro[imates the link 
utilization. It is n*t the IDE cost or weight that is used by '5E_ routing.

   



NB T$e Qeed 3*r D*"nt (6t"m">at"*n 
The two interaction effects have shown that inter-A5 T9 

indeed can affect the performance of intra-A5 T9 and vice 
versa. A recent study has also shown that the Internet 
bottleneck is appro[imately equally distributed on intra- and 
inter-A5 links VWfX. Therefore, a good T9 solution should 
perform satisfactorily with respect to both intra- and inter-A5 
T9 obbectives. It is important that inter-A5 T9 aspects should 
be considered during intra-A5 T9 and vice versa. _or e[ample, 
if we look for the best overall T9 result, we can see that egress 
point =\ and the suggested solution of the preceding two 
e[amples would be chosen if intra- and inter-A5 T9 can be 
bointly optimized. In the ne[t section, we therefore propose a 
bi-criteria "nteOer programming formulation for the !oint intra- 
and inter-A5 T9 optimization (!oint-T9) problem. 

Ii. !'IBT IBTRA-  ABS IBT9R-A5 T9 'ETI>IoATI'B 
A bi-criteria optimization formulation is that one can 

e[press two notions that are of concern in defining what 
represents an optimal solution. Their obbectives are typically 
e[pressed in a form of cost functions. In this paper, we 
formulate a bi-criteria !oint-T9 problem by taking into account 
both intra- and inter-A5 T9 cost functions. 

AB N*st 3)nct"*ns 
We employ the commonly used cost function proposed by 

_ortz and Thorup VWWX. This is a piecewise linear function of 
link utilization, which imitates the response time of LRLRS 
queues to represent the cost of network links. By using the 
piecewise linear cost function, two obbectives of minimizing 
bandwidth consumption and achieving load balancing are taken 
into account simultaneously. In this paper, we use the 
piecewise linear cost function for both intra- and inter-A5 T9 
for consistency and generality, as well as for its ability to 
e[press the common key obbectives of each T9. Bevertheless, 
these cost functions may be different by domains according to 
their operational obbectives. 

KB K"0Nr"ter"a Jr*b7em T*rm)7at"*n 
The obbective of the !oint-T9 problem is to minimize both 

overall intra- and inter-A5 costsM 
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9quations (J) and (f) define the utilization of intra- and 
inter-A5 links. Constraint (c) ensures that each intra-A5 traffic 
flow tE"ntraF"G=H is routed along a single a5E within the 
network. This is an optional constraint but we consider 
preserving scalability and minimizing comple[ity on network 
management by avoiding e[cessive a5Es to be managed and 
arbitrary traffic splitting, though such splitting could permit 
better network performance VJfX. The remaining constraints 
define the cost of each intra- and inter-A5 link as a function of 
its utilization based on the piecewise linear cost function VWWX. 
Diven the lossless property of the links, a general constraint is 
a flow conservation constraint which ensures that the total 
traffic demand incoming to an intermediate node is equal to 
the total traffic for this demand outgoing from the node. 

_undamentally, the !oint-T9 problem is the combination of 
intra- and inter-A5 T9 problems. The problem formulation of 
intra-A5 T9 consists of the reduced obbective function 
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 as well as constraints (J), (c), (d) and (K)-

(WJ). 'n the other hand, the problem formulation of inter-A5 
T9 consists of the reduced obbective function 
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$" as well as constraints (f) and (e)-(WJ). 

NB (6t"m">at"*n Nr"ter"a 
An optimal solution of the bi-criteria optimization problem 

is that each of the two T9 obbectives simultaneously attains an 
optimal value. <owever, in general, either it is not possible to 
find such optimal solutions or they do not e[ist. In other words, 
the two obbective functions are conflicting. _or e[ample, the 
cost of a particular egress point may be low but the cost of the 
intra-A5 path towards the egress point is high. >oreover, it is 
not possible to compare the two obbective values 
mathematically and sensibly. _or e[ample, we cannot 
distinguish mathematically which is a better T9 solution, 
(W^,f^) or (f^,W^), where ([,y) represents intra- and inter-A5 
costs respectively. <owever, we can observe that (W^,f^) is 
better than (J^,f^) or (J^,c^). 'n the other hand, the value of 
cost function varies with the number of links and their 
utilizations. It does not make sense to compare the two 
obbective values when the number of intra- and inter-A5 links 
and their capacities are different, as is typically the case. 
Consequently, this leads us to finding non-dominated 
solutions, which is a primary goal when solving a multi-
criteria optimization problem. A solution is called n*n0
d*m"nated if there is no any other solution that is strictly better 
in one of the obbective functions, and has the same or better 
values in the others VJcX. Thus, solution (W^,f^) in the above 
e[ample is a non-dominated solution of (J^,f^) and (J^,c^). 

There are multiple ways to identify non-dominated solutions. 
A commonly used method is to design a metric or cost 
function that combines both intra- and inter-A5 T9 obbectives. 
<owever, it is often unclear how to determine the relative 
weights between the two obbectives. A more intuitive 

   



approach, which we consider in this paper, is to search non-
dominated solutions in such a way that the inter-A5 cost 
remains at least near-optimal while substantially improving 
the intra-A5 cost. In other words, inter-A5 T9 is assumed to 
be more important than intra-A5 T9. The rationale for this 
assumption is the followingM 

! intra-A5 overprovisioning has been employed by I5Es 
as an effective means to provide high-quality service to 
all traffic on their IE backbone networks VJ^X. 

! inter-A5 links are common points of congestion in the 
Internet Ve,WfX. _or e[ample, peer-to-peer traffic 
consumes the mabor part of inter-A5 link bandwidth 
VJdX. >oreover, an inter-A5 link is relatively more 
difficult to e[tend than an intra-A5 link due to time-
consuming and complicated negotiation between two 
A5es. Therefore, the A5es need to control traffic 
especially on inter-A5 links. 

The method of predefining a le[icographic importance order 
is commonly used in solving multi-criteria optimization 
problems. It allows us to generate !oint-T9 solutions that can 
be mathematically distinguished and sensibly compared. 

UB T; A7O*r"t$m 2e7ect"*n V A K7acA0K*x A66r*ac$ 
Intra- and inter-A5 T9 algorithms will be used to solve the 

!oint-T9 problem. In this paper, we deliberately treat both 
intra- and inter-A5 T9 as black-bo[es that we combine in a 
plug-and-play manner. Both sides use T9 algorithms that are 
based on previously established techniques and can achieve 
near-optimal solutions. The intention of using a T9 algorithm 
that produces near-optimal solutions is to minimize the 
possibility that any performance improvement is solely caused 
by a large performance gap between the optimal solution and 
the solution achieved by the algorithm.  

We use the optimal aware heuristic proposed by 5ridharan et 
al in VJeX as the intra-A5 T9 algorithm. The algorithm solves a 
>Ea5-based intra-A5 T9 problem with the piece-wise linear 
cost function, which is the intra-A5 T9 problem considered in 
this paper. The basic idea of the algorithm is that ainear 
Erogramming (aE) formulation of the intra-A5 T9 problem is 
solved to obtain an optimal routing solution. This optimal 
solution permits arbitrary traffic splitting but it is not the 
solution required by the intra-A5 T9 that does not allow such 
splitting. Therefore, a greedy heuristic based on traffic 
demand sorting is then performed to transform the optimal 
routing solution to the traffic non-splittable solution while 
attempting to maintain its optimality. We call this intra-A5 T9 
algorithm (ntra*+,t(ma.*a/are*a.1 throughout this paper. The 
reader is referred to VJeX for more details of the algorithm. 

The idea of the optimal aware heuristic algorithm has also 
been used by prior T9 work VJK,J]X. Their simulation results 
showed that the algorithm can achieve near-optimal solutions. 
<ence, we also propose using it to solve the inter-A5 T9 
problem. We call it (nter*+,t(ma.*a/are*a.1( throughout this 
paper. The algorithm works as followsM 
W. A aE of the inter-A5 T9 problem is solved. The outcomes 

are an optimal inter-A5 cost and the desired utilization of 
each inter-A5 link that achieves this optimal cost. This 
solution permits arbitrary splitting of inter-A5 traffic over 

multiple egress points. 
J. 5et the desired inter-A5 link utilization as capacity 

constraints. This constraint ensures that the total traffic on 
each inter-A5 link does not e[ceed the desired utilization. 

f. 5ort inter-A5 traffic flows in descending order according 
to traffic demand. Assign each traffic flow in that order to 
the egress point (i.e. inter-A5 link) that has the lowest 
utilization while not violating its capacity constraintJ.  

4. If there e[ists unassigned inter-A5 traffic flows, remove 
the capacity constraint on all the inter-A5 links and re-run 
step f until all the traffic flows have been assigned. 

The aE formulations (i.e. the first step) of "ntra0*6t"ma70
a!are0a7O and "nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O were modeled in 
A>Ea and solved with CEa9L optimization enginef. To 
enable us to show that these two algorithms produce near-
optimal solutions, we include their optimal solutions (i.e. by 
only solving the aE of the corresponding T9 problem) in our 
e[periments for comparison. 

i. 5TRAT9DI95 _'R !'IBT-T9 
Based on the problem formulation, assumptions and 

algorithms described in the preceding section, we present three 
strategies to solve the !oint-T9 problem, namely sequential, 
nested and integrated optimization. 

AB 2eX)ent"a7 (6t"m">at"*n 
5equential optimization solves the !oint-T9 problem 

seX)ent"a778 where the optimal solution of one T9 problem 
becomes the input for the other one. It can be regarded as the 
current practice in the collective use of intra- and inter-A5 T9. 
As with the two interaction effects in 5ection III, sequential 
optimization can be divided into two approaches with different 
e[ecution sequences in the T9 problemsM  
SH 2eX(6t0Inter0IntraM egress points are first assigned to inter-
A5 traffic using "nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O so as to optimize the 
inter-A5 cost. Then the intra-A5 traffic matri[ is computed by 
taking into account the local intra-A5 T> and the inter-A5 
T> with the assigned egress points. _inally, intra-A5 T9 is 
performed using "ntra0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O to optimize the 
intra-A5 cost. This strategy is logical in the sense that intra-
A5 T9 is not performed until both ingress and egress points of  
the inter-A5 traffic have been determined. 
YH 2eX(6t0Intra0InterM initially, intra-A5 T9 is first performed 
using "ntra0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O to optimize the intra-A5 cost 
based on the intra-A5 T> that is computed by combining the 
local intra-A5 T> with the inter-A5 T> that has the egress 
points randomly assigned. This random egress point 
assignment mimics the situation where inter-A5 T9 has not 
been performed, thus the inter-A5 cost is not optimized. At 
this stage, the outcome of intra-A5 T9 is a set of ingress-to-
egress a5Es. The ne[t step is to perform inter-A5 T9 using 
"nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O to optimize the inter-A5 cost. 5ince 
inter-A5 T9 does not consider route optimization within the 
network, each inter-A5 traffic flow is eventually routed on the 
a5E between the ingress and the assigned egress point, which 
has been determined by the intra-A5 T9. 2eX(6t0Intra0Inter 

!!!
J If there are several such egress points, the selection tie-break is in order of 

ma[imum residual capacity and visited sequence. 
f Information about A>Ea and CEa9L can be found at www.ampl.com 
and www.ilog.com respectively. 

   



takes the T9 approach that inter-A5 T9 is performed on top of 
an intra-A5 traffic engineered network.  

The advantage of sequential optimization is that different 
analysis techniques can be applied to each of the T9 problems. 
<owever, neither of the above sequential optimization 
approaches consider intra-A5 route optimization during inter-
A5 T9 nor inter-A5 egress point selection during intra-A5 T9. 

KB Qested (6t"m">at"*n 
5equential optimization generates only one solution from 

each T9 algorithm, and this is used as input to the other 
algorithm. <owever, the initial solution may not be a good 
input to the subsequent T9 problem. In fact, for many 
optimization problems, there e[ists more than one optimal 
solution. <ence, there may e[ist inter-A5 T9 solutions that are 
nearly optimal and are also good with respect to intra-A5 T9. 
Thus, we seek for those optimal solutions from a T9 problem 
and then input them to the subsequent T9 problem one at a 
time until the solution with the best overall cost is found.  

We propose a nested optimization to implement the 
abovementioned idea. It can be regarded as an enhanced and 
"terat"@e version of sequential optimization. The algorithm 
proposed for the nested optimization in a similar sequence to 
2eX(6t0Inter0IntraM 
W. A Denetic Algorithm (DA) is used to identify a set of 

lowest-cost inter-A5 T9 solutions. When the DA 
converges, all chromosomes are the solutions that have 
nearly identical lowest cost but they may have different 
results. In fact, in order to e[plore a larger solution 
searching space for intra-A5 T9, these solutions should not 
be restricted to an identical cost. In this paper, the solution 
with inter-A5 cost not e[ceeding ^.^^Wj of the visited 
lowest cost is considered. 

J. _or each of this set of inter-A5 T9 solutions, we perform 
intra-A5 T> computation and then intra-A5 T9 using 
"ntra0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O. Suring intra-A5 T9 optimization, 
the best and the worst visited solutions are recorded. We 
call them QestedKest and QestedZ*rst. The QestedKest 
and QestedZ*rst solutions reflect respectively the e[tent to 
which the sequential optimization solution can be further 
optimized and how worse could be the solution. 

We modified our DA VWKX previously proposed to solve the 
inter-A5 T9 problem. The DA has included a heuristic similar 
to step f of "nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O to enhance the quality of 
the solution. In fact, the number of candidate inter-A5 T9 
solutions may be quite large and we did identify a large 
number of such solutions as alternative inputs for the intra-A5 
T9. We observed that many of those inter-A5 T9 solutions 
have significantly different egress point selection results, 
which produced intra-A5 T9 solutions with very different 
performances. The nested optimization maintains a simply 
interdisciplinary partitioning used in sequential optimization 
while attempting to obtain better overall T9 solutions. 

NB InteOrated (6t"m">at"*n 
Integrated optimization aims to solve the !oint-T9 problem 

by s"m)7tane*)s78 optimizing the intra- and inter-A5 T9 

obbectives. We propose an integrated approach that requires as 
starting solutions an inter-A5 and an intra-A5 routing 
configurations with known egress points and ingress-to-egress 
paths. The starting solutions can be any quality, regardless of 
whether they are optimized by T9 or not. The integrated 
approach then proceeds to enhance the quality of the starting 
solution using neighborhood search algorithm. The integrated 
approach guarantees that the produced solutions are no worse 
than the input solutions and in practice are much better. 

 
_igure f.   Beighborhood search algorithm 

SH Qe"O$b*r$**d 2earc$ A7O*r"t$m 
aH  (@er@"e! 
Beighborhood 5earch Algorithm (B5A) is widely regarded 

as an important tool to solve hard combinatorial optimization 
problems efficiently. The primary reasons for the widespread 
use of neighborhood search techniques in practice are their 
intuitive appeal, fle[ibility and ease of implementation, and 
their e[cellent empirical results VJnX.  

The basic steps of B5A are as follows. Consider a current 
starting solution x. B5A e[plores the solution space by 
identifying the neighborhood of x, QFxH. The neighbors of x 
are solutions that can be obtained by applying a single local 
transformation (also called a m*@e) on x. The best solution in 
the neighborhood is selected as the new current solution. This 
neighborhood searching iterates until the stopping criteria is 
satisfied. _inally the algorithm returns the best visited solution.    
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Suring neighborhood search, B5A can move the current 
solution to the best neighbor that either improves or worsens 
the quality of the solution. To avoid cycling, a specially 
designed memory list is used to store previously visited 
solutions or certain attributes of them for a certain number of 
iterations. A neighbor solution is rebected if it is already in the 
list. In order to make the neighborhood searching more 
effective, an intensification or diversification technique is used 
to force the algorithm to e[plore parts of the solution space 
that has not been searched yet. 'ur B5A is outlined in _igure 
f and its fundamental components are described as follows. 

bH  Q*n0T; 2tart"nO 2*7)t"*ns 
5tarting solutions for inter- and intra-A5 routing can be 

respectively obtained by randomly assigning egress points to 
the inter-A5 traffic and then routing each intra-A5 traffic flow 
on the shortest hop paths. They are regarded as non-T9 
solutions. Bevertheless, we will also evaluate the impact of 
using T9 optimized starting solutions on network performance. 

cH  Qe"O$b*r$**d 2tr)ct)re and 2earc$ 2trateO8 
We consider a neighborhood structure that is based on 

shifting inter-A5 traffic to different egress points while at the 
same time rerouting the corresponding ingress-to-egress paths. 
Setails of this local transformation are as followsM 

We define path cost to be sum of the cost of the inter-A5 
link and the cost of each link on the intra-A5 route to which an 
inter-A5 traffic flow has been assigned. In order to place more 
importance on optimizing inter-A5 cost relative to the intra-
A5 cost, we introduce ! as a factor with large value to scale 
the inter-A5 cost. Bote that ! itself has no particular meaning 
to the !oint-T9 problem. It is an intermediary to identify all 
the non-dominated combinations of intra- and inter-A5 costs. 

_or each inter-A5 traffic flow, calculate the profit cost, i.e. 
the saved cost minus the added cost. The sa@ed c*st (line W^ in 
_igure f) is the path cost of the traffic flow minus the path 
cost of the traffic flow that would have been removed. This 
saved cost reflects how much cost would have been reduced if 
the traffic flow was removed on the path. The added c*st (line 
WK) is calculated for each potential egress point e[cept for the 
one that is currently assigned to the inter-A5 traffic flow. It is 
the cost of a new path towards the potential egress point that 
the traffic flow would have been assigned minus the path cost 
of the original path towards this egress point. The new path is 
the result of rerouting the original path taking into account the 
traffic flow (lines Wf-Wd) and it is a minimum cost path that 
can be found by Sibkstra\s algorithm using the instantaneous 
intra-A5 link cost as the routing metric. Consequently, the 
added cost reflects how much cost would have been increased 
when the traffic flow is assigned onto a new egress point. 

The neighborhood search strategy specifies which solution 
in the neighborhood is chosen at each iteration. The following 
two methods are commonly usedM 

! Kest Let$*d FKLHM Compute the profit cost for each 
inter-A5 traffic flow. Choose the one yielding the 
solution with the $"O$est profit cost as the ne[t move. 

! T"rst Let$*d FTLHM Compute the profit cost for each 
inter-A5 traffic flow. Choose the 3"rst one yielding a 
solution with positive profit cost. 

It is of great importance for the solution quality and the 
search efficiency. We have found in our e[periments that B> 
can achieve appro[imately dj-W^j performance 
improvement over _>, but the computational comple[ity of 
B> is several orders of magnitudes higher than the _>, which 
makes it impractical to use. We therefore decided to use _> in 
our B5A. 'ur finding is consistent with the prior work that 
has evaluated the tradeoff between quality and efficiency of 
B> and _> Vf^X. 

dH  ]se *3 Lem*r8 I"st 
The memory list is operated as a first-in-first-out queue. The 

first element in the list is removed and then a new solution is 
pushed into the tail of the list. As suggested in VJnX, the size of 
the list depends on the size and the characteristics of the 
problem. We define the size of the list to be a large value (W^^) 
in order to avoid looping. This number does not significantly 
affect the performance that can be achieved by the B5A 
because the number of potential traffic-to-egress-point 
assignments that are not in the memory list is still very large. 

eH  U"@ers"3"cat"*n 
We notice that if the B5A works on the initial solution for 

many iterations, this may lead the algorithm get stuck in a 
local optima. To overcome this, a diversification is needed. If 
there is no obvious improvement in the solution for a certain 
number of iterations, we modify the current solution by re-
running intra-A5 T9 on it. We define the threshold of obvious 
improvement to be W^j and the number of iterations to be d^^. 

3H  2t*66"nO Nr"ter"*n 
>any stopping criteria can be developed depending on the 

nature of the problem being studied. The most common 
criterion, which is employed in this paper, is a ma[imum 
number of iterations (LA[EIT;\). <owever, we do not 
arbitrarily select this number since the performance of the 
B5A is mainly dependent on how many times inter-A5 traffic 
flows can be reassigned. Therefore, the ma[imum iteration 
number should be related to the number of inter-A5 traffic 
flow. In our e[periments, we found that setting the ma[imum 
iteration number to be c times the number of inter-A5 traffic 
flows gives us a sufficiently good result. 

OH  Qe"O$b*r$**d searc$ a7O*r"t$m c*m67ex"t8 
The worst-case time comple[ity of the B5A is analyzed. We 

denote n and e the number of inter-A5 traffic flows and the 
number of egress points. The B5A calculates the profit cost 
for each inter-A5 traffic flow by evaluating each potential 
egress point (lines WW-J^). The most time consuming step in 
this block is to find a new minimum cost route by using the 
Sibkstra\s algorithm (line Wd). The time comple[ity of 
_ibonacci-heap implementation of the algorithm is 
(F^_^7*O^_^`^;^H where ^_^ and ^;^ are the number of nodes 
and edges in the network VfWX. 5ince the worst-case is to 
e[amine all the inter-A5 traffic flows until the first positive 
profit cost solution is found, the whole step (lines K-J^) could 
take (Fn a e a F^_^7*O^_^`^;HH time. The B5A then iterates until 
the ma[imum iteration number (LA[EIT;\) has been reached. 
Therefore, the overall worst-case time comple[ity of the B5A 
can be summarized as (FLA[EIT;\ a n a e a F^_^7*O^_^`^;HHB 

   



iI. 9iAaIATI'B >9T<'S'a'Ds 
In this section, we present our methodology to evaluate the 

performances of different proposed !oint-T9 strategies. 

AB Qet!*rA T*6*7*O8 
We use the Rocketfuel VcX Eoint-of-Eresence (E'E) level 

maps published by the authors, shown in Table J, as our 
topologies. _or each topology, E'Es correspond to cities. 
5ome E'Es have inter-A5 links connected to other A5es and 
we call them border E'Es. Without loss of generality and for 
simplicity, we assume that each border E'E is associated with 
a virtual inter-A5 link that is the abstraction of one or multiple 
physical inter-A5 links. 5ince the Rocketfuel data do not 
contain link bandwidth, we set the intra- and inter-A5 links to 
be 'C-c]h5T>-We and 'C-WJh5T>-c respectively. 

Table J.   Rocketfuel topologies used in evaluation 
A5 Bame t E'E 

nodes 
t Intra-A5 

links 
t Border 

E'E nodes
WJfn 5print (I5) dJ ]c c^ 
K^W] ATuT (I5) WWc Wc] cW 
eceW Abovenet (I5) Wn fc Wc 
dc^^ BT Backbone (9urope) Jn cd We 

KB Internet \*)t"nO 6re3"xes 
_or scalability and stability, inter-A5 T9 can focus on only a 

small fraction of routing prefi[es which are responsible for a 
large fraction of the traffic VWcX. In this paper, we consider J^^ 
such popular routing prefi[es. Bevertheless, each of them may 
not merely represent an individual prefi[ but also a group of 
distinct routing prefi[es that have the same set of candidate 
egress points VdX in order to improve network and T9 
algorithm scalability. <ence, the number of routing prefi[es 
we consider could actually represent even a larger value. 

9ach border EoE can be an ingress or egress point. In order 
to evaluate the effect of inter-A5 T9 on the performance of 
intra-A5 T9, we consider the situation where if a border E'E 
receives a route advertisement towards routing prefi[ A from 
adbacent A5 s, then A5 s cannot inbect traffic for A into it. 
This corresponds to multi-hop traffic VdX in which the traffic 
traverses across the network instead of being directed to 
another egress link of the same border E'E. As a result, we 
cannot assign all the routing prefi[es on each border E'E as 
route advertisements. Instead, we consider half of the routing 
prefi[es are randomly selected as route advertisements and the 
other half as inter-A5 traffic in each border E'E. We note that 
this routing prefi[ generation process is bust a best effort 
attempt to model prefi[ distribution, as no synthetic model for 
the actual behavior of real networks was found in the literature. 

NB Tra33"c Latr"ces 
We generate synthetic traffic matrices for our evaluation. 

We generate inter-A5 traffic from each E'E towards each of 
the considered routing prefi[es. Bote that if the E'E is a 
border E'E, it can only inbect traffic headed towards the 
routing prefi[es that have not been selected as route 
advertisements. Erevious work has shown that intra- and inter-
A5 traffic are not uniformly distributed VfJ,fdX. According to 
VffX, A5 traffic volumes are top-heavy and can be 
appro[imated by Weibull distribution with shape parameter 

^.J-^.f. We therefore generate the inter-A5 T> with traffic 
demand using this distribution with the shape parameter ^.J.  

We use the Dravity >odel (D>) outlined in VfcX to generate 
the local intra-A5 T>. The D> approach was proposed based 
on the findings in V]X. _ollowing the suggestions in VfdX, we 
randomly classify c^j of E'Es as vsmallw, c^j as vmediumw 
and J^j as vbigw. The amount of incoming traffic at a E'E is 
proportional to its size. 

UB A7O*r"t$m Jarameters 
_or the DA in the nested optimization, we use the suggested 

values from previous DA research to achieve satisfactory 
effectiveness and convergence rate of the algorithm VfeX. The 
population size is J^^ and the probability of mutation is ^.^W. 
We set the DA to produce ma[imum J^^ distinct inter-A5 T9 
solutions to compute QestedKest and QestedZ*rst. 

;B Jer3*rmance Letr"cs 
The following performance metrics are used to evaluate the 

!oint-T9 strategies. _or these metrics, lower values are better 
than high values. 

! JD,#$99(7*2#$@($*1(7*2,#@AB('3/2M these metrics capture 
the overall network cost of the obbective function (W). 

! "32$9( F$*1:&12=( '3*/0542&3*M the amount of 
bandwidth needed to accommodate all traffic flows 
within the network, being the sum of the traffic loads 
over all the intra-A5 links. 

! T$>&505( &*2#$@( $*1( &*2,#@AB( 9&*;( 02&9&6$2&3*M the 
ma[imum intra-A5 (inter-A5) link utilization is the 
ma[imum utilization on all the intra-A5 (inter-A5) links 
in a network. >inimizing this value ensures that traffic is 
moved away from congested to less utilized links and is 
balanced over the links. 

iII. 5I>IaATI'B R95IaT5 
All the results presented in this paper are an average of f^ 

trials. _or the largest network topology, the simulation took 
appro[imately two hours in average. 

AB ;@a7)at"*n *3 (@era77 Inter0A2 T; N*st 
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_igure c(a) and (b).   'verall Inter-A5 cost and ma[imum inter-A5 link 

utilization (5print topology) 
 We have evaluated the overall inter-A5 T9 costs achieved 
by all the strategies for all the network topologies. We found 
that their results e[hibit a common characteristic x their 
overall inter-A5 T9 costs are nearly identical and very close to 
the optimal solution that is obtained by solving the aE of the 
inter-A5 T9 problem. We therefore arbitrarily present and 
analyze the results of one network topology for brevity.  
 _igure c(a) shows the overall inter-A5 cost (y-a[is) achieved 

   



by all the strategies as a function of the inter-A5 traffic 
demand ([-a[is) for the 5print topology. The curve denoted by 
(6t"ma7 is the optimal solution of the inter-A5 T9 problem. 
The shapes of the result curves follow the piecewise linear 
cost function. The figure shows that all strategies have almost 
identical overall inter-A5 costs. The inter-A5 costs of 
sequential and nested optimization are similar because the 
"nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O and the DA use a similar heuristic. 
These algorithms effectively produce near-optimal inter-A5 
costs (within Wj from the optimal solution). The B5A of 
integrated optimization has also reached a similar inter-A5 
cost because a significant importance has been given to 
optimize inter-A5 cost over intra-A5 cost, as mentioned in 
5ection Ii.C. As a consequence, it is e[pected that those 
!oint-T9 strategies will strive to obtain a near-optimal inter-
A5 T9 cost and, hence, their costs are almost identical. 
 _igure c(b) shows the corresponding ma[imum inter-A5 
link utilization. 'n the whole, all the strategies obtain a 
similar utilization level although there are some small 
differences among them at some traffic demands. This mainly 
result from the fact that the piecewise linear cost function 
gives the same cost to links with utilizations in the same 
piecewise linear segment, such as from Whf to Jhf (as shown 
between any two dashed horizontal lines in the figure). In 
other words, such links are considered as at same utilization 
level. In the figure, we see that all the strategies have 
utilization level within the same block at any traffic demand.  

We conclude from _igure c(a) and (b) that the inter-A5 T9 
solutions achieved by all the strategies are identical and near-
optimal. Recall in 5ection Ii.C that, in order to achieve an 
unambiguous comparison, our aim is to derive T9 solutions 
that remain overall inter-A5 cost near-optimal while 
substantially improving intra-A5 cost. At this point, the 
obbective of inter-A5 T9 has been achieved. In order to 
determine which strategies produce the best and the worst 
overall network performance, we proceed to evaluate their 
overall intra-A5 costs. 
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_igure d.   Bormalized overall intra-A5 cost (leftM 5print, rightM ATuT) 

In our intra-A5 T9 e[periments, the intra-A5 T> is the 
entire local intra-A5 T> with an increasing amount of inter-
A5 traffic. _or brevity, we only illustrate the results of 5print 
and ATuT topologies using figures because they have larger 
topologies and have similar results to the BT backbone and the 
Abovenet topologies. _ollowing the method of deriving a 
universal measure of congestion in VWWX, we normalize the 
resulting overall intra-A5 cost by the cost derived from the 
hop-count based shortest path routing with infinite capacity on 

each intra-A5 link under 2eX(6t0Inter0Intra which is the 
current practice sequential approach. If the normalized cost is 
larger than one, it implies that the algorithm is performing as 
badly as if all flows were along shortest hop paths with loads 
matching the capacities. 

Considering the general picture for the normalized overall 
intra-A5 costs in _igure d, we first see that QestedZ*rst has 
the worst overall intra-A5 cost. Then come the two sequential 
optimization methods closely together and QestedKest is the 
best among all of them. The curve denoted by (6t"ma7 
F2eX(6tH is the optimal intra-A5 T9 solution of 2eX(6t0Inter0
Intra, which is obtained by solving the aE problem rather than 
"ntra0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O. We see that the intra-A5 cost of 
2eX(6t0Inter0Intra is within fj of the optimal solution, thus 
showing that the "ntra0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O can achieve near-
optimal solutions. 

The above results are e[pected and can be e[plained as 
follows. _irst of all, the nested optimization finds the best and 
the worst intra-A5 T9 solution by evaluating many equal-cost 
acceptable inter-A5 T9 solutions, with each solution 
performing a sequential optimization. <ence, QestedKest and 
QestedZ*rst can be regarded as the lower and the upper 
bound of the sequential optimization. As could be seen, indeed, 
the performances of the two sequential optimization methods 
(2eX(6t0Inter0Intra u 2eX(6t0Intra0Inter) are between 
QestedKest and QestedZ*rst. The difference in performance 
between the sequential and the nested optimization sufficiently 
demonstrates that there indeed e[ists optimal inter-A5 T9 
solutions that are far better and worse with respect to intra-A5 
T9. 5ince the fundamental characteristics of both sequential 
and nested optimization follow a sequential model that do not 
optimize intra- and inter-A5 T9 costs simultaneously, their 
performances are generally poor. This contrasts to the superior 
performance of integrated optimization. 

We follow the methodology in VWWX to quantify and compare 
the performances of different !oint-T9 strategies. The 
comparison metric is the amount of traffic demand the 
network can cope with before it gets congested (i.e. the 
normalized intra-A5 cost gets to one). 'ur e[periments show 
that the integrated optimization allows the network to cope 
with f^j-e^jc more traffic demand than the other non-
integrated optimization approaches. This significant 
improvement implies that the intra-A5 traffic matrices for the 
sequential and the nested optimization are not yet optimized 
and leading to better overall network performance. 

The intra-A5 cost can reflect the performance of ma[imum 
intra-A5 link utilization and total bandwidth consumption. 
Turning our attention first to the ma[imum intra-A5 link 
utilization, _igure e shows the performance achieved by 
different strategies. The integrated optimization is the best 
strategy. It attempts to keep the ma[imum utilization below 
W^^j to avoid the high cost penalty as the network load 
increases. As a consequence, the number of additional traffic 
flows the network can support before suffering congestion 
(which we define here as a ma[imum utilization above W^^j) 
is appro[imately at least f^j more than the non-integrated 
optimization strategies. 

!!
c Appro[imately f^j for ATuT, fdj for Abovenet, cej for BT Backbone 
and e^j for 5print 
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_igure e.   >a[imum intra-A5 link utilization (leftM 5print, rightM ATuT) 
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_igure K.   Total bandwidth consumption (leftM 5print, rightM ATuT) 

_igure K shows that the total intra-A5 bandwidth 
consumption achieved by the integrated optimization is lower 
than the other strategies. Together with the results of the 
ma[imum intra-A5 link utilization, we see that the integrated 
optimization has employed more intra-A5 routes that are short 
and well load balanced in the network. This e[plains why 
integrated optimization can achieve better overall intra-A5 
cost than the other strategies. 

NB 2)mmar8 *3 t$e ;@a7)at"*ns 
_rom our evaluations of inter- and intra-A5 costs, we see 

that the integrated optimization has successfully produced 
from non-T9 starting solutions to the final solutions that have 
the same inter-A5 cost as those obtained from inter-A5 T9 
("nter0*6t"ma70a!are0a7O and the DA) with an improved intra-
A5 cost. It is worth noticing that, in comparison to those 
intelligent intra- and inter-A5 T9 algorithms that produce 
near-optimal solutions in a decoupled mode, the overall 
performance improvement of the integrated optimization is 
remarkable. An implication of this finding is to encourage 
I5Es to move towards a fully integrated T9 approach that is 
aware of both intra- and inter-A5 T9 simultaneously. 

UB (6t"m">ed @sB Q*n0(6t"m">ed 2tart"nO 2*7)t"*ns 3*r 
InteOrated (6t"m">at"*n 
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_igure ].   'ptimized vs. Bon-optimized starting solutions (leftM 5print, rightM 

ATuT) 
In the preceding e[periments, we have used the non-T9 

(non-optimized) starting solutions for the integrated 
optimization. In this section, we evaluate the performance of 

the integrated optimization using a good quality starting 
solution. 'ur hypothesis is that much better performance 
improvement can be obtained when an optimized starting 
solution is used. We use the solution obtained from 2eX(6t0
Inter0Intra as optimized starting solution, which is achieved 
by the e[isting intra- and inter-A5 T9 algorithms. As 
previously shown, the solutions are near-optimal with respect 
to inter- and intra-A5 T9 costs when these T9 are 
accomplished separately. 

In line with the phenomenon observed in 5ection iII.A, the 
integrated optimization using non-optimized and optimized 
starting solutions produce very similar overall inter-A5 costs, 
which can be regarded as identical. _or intra-A5 performance, 
_igure ] shows that the integrated optimization using 
optimized starting solution can achieve much better intra-A5 
cost than the sequential optimization. <owever, it is only 
slightly better than that using non-optimized starting solution. 
This refutes our hypothesis. 

The significant performance improvement over the 
sequential optimization is e[pected due to the simultaneous 
T9 optimization and that the integrated optimization 
guarantees the performance of its solution is at least no worse 
than the starting solutions. 'n the other hand, the small 
performance improvement over that using non-optimized 
starting solutions reflects that the quality of starting solution 
has not much influence on the quality of the final solution. 
That is simply because the optimized starting solution itself is 
not really optimized from the viewpoint of !oint-T9 and its 
quality could be even far inferior from the optimal !oint-T9 
solution than a non-optimized starting solution. Thus, an 
optimal inter-A5 T9 solution can be a mediocre starting point 
with respect to intra-A5 T9, but there are inter-A5 T9 
solutions that are nearly optimal and are far better with respect 
to the intra-A5 T9 obbectives. An implication of this finding is 
that the effort on devising the e[isting intra- and inter-A5 T9 
algorithms, which are assumed used in a decoupled mode, 
may not be sufficient to achieve a truly optimized network 
performance due to the T9 interactions and the fact that the 
overall network performance can be significantly improved 
through their boint optimization. The e[isting inter-A5 T9 
approaches may not improve intra-A5 T9 performance even 
though an opportunity for such improvement e[ists. 'n the 
other hand, the e[isting intra-A5 T9 approaches may not be 
able to achieve a truly optimized performance without making 
it aware of inter-A5 T9. In line with our proposal in 5ection 
iII.C, the integrated T9 approach is an appropriate solution. 

iIII. R9aAT9S W'RK 
5ome recent work has investigated the interactions between 

intra- and inter-A5 routing such as the dynamic and the 
disruption effects between BDE and hot-potato routing VJ, fX. 
The authors in VfKX have investigated the impact of BDE route 
changes on intra-A5 traffic, which is related to our work. In 
addition, some work Vf], fnX has considered the interactions 
between BDE and IDE in T9 tools. <owever, none of these 
papers has either investigated the interactions between intra- 
and inter-A5 routing from a T9 perspective, or proposed any  

   



strategy or algorithm for their boint optimization. 
_ew attempts have been recently carried out towards this T9 

interaction. 'ur previous work first proposes preliminary 
thoughts and approaches for the T9 interaction Vc^X. Agarwal 
et al VcWX evaluate the behavior of hot-potato routing during 
intra-A5 link weight optimization. The key difference between 
our work and those previous works is that ours investigates 
several very different approaches for the T9 interaction. These 
approaches covered rather complete and representative 
operations that can be considered by real-world network 
management. In addition, we propose bi-criteria algorithms for 
solving the T9 interaction problem, which has not been 
investigated by previous works. 

IL. C'BCaI5I'B 
This paper has considered a boint intra- and inter-A5 T9 

optimization scheme. We showed two interaction effects 
between intra- and inter-A5 T9 that can lead to suboptimal 
overall network performance. These interactions motivate the 
need for boint optimization of intra- and inter-A5 T9 in order 
to further optimize the overall network performance. We first 
formulated this boint T9 optimization as a bi-criteria 
optimization problem. Then we presented three strategies, 
namely sequential, nested and integrated optimization, to solve 
it. 'ur e[perimental evaluations revealed that the integrated 
optimization, which solves intra- and inter-A5 T9 
simultaneously, allows the network to accommodate f^j - 
e^j more future traffic demand in comparison to the other 
strategies that deal with intra- and inter-A5 T9 separately. The 
integrated optimization therefore provides a marked 
improvement on current industry practice towards the 
collective use of intra- and inter-A5 T9. 
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